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The "Pilar" Church, tile Steeple of "La Seo" Church and Ebro river
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Z ARAGOZA
(170.000
inhabitants)
is situated
in theatcentre
of awhere
large
and fertile
plain, on
the right bank
of the Ebro,
the spot
the rivers Huerva and Gallego run into it. These combined water-courses

and the Canal, called the Imperial Canal, because it was built during
the reign of Charles V, fertilize rich and extensive lands.
The neolithic strata have shown the existence of Zaragoza in prehistoric times, when it seems to have been a notable Iberian city, but
its strategical situation was the cause of Emperor Augusto creating the
military quarter called C6sar-Augusta, the origin of its actual name.

The "innumerable martyrs" of Zaragoza in the tenth persecution against

"'La Seo". Central Nave
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Calatayud. A view of the Town and the Castle
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the christians; the Arab domination during four centuries; the recon-

sugar factories and distilleries are very important industries there. There

quest carried on by Alfonso I el Batallador (the Battler); the struggles

are also wagon works, works for rolling stock for railways and tram-

in different epochs, at the head of Aragon, for its privileges and "fueros"

ways, furniture factories, also works for the manufacture of chemical

or statute laws.., are its historic references most worthy of mention.

products, cement, metallurgical works, and others.

But the incorporation of Zaragoza to the most glorious pages in the

The most important monument of the city is the metropolitan temple

History of Spain is due to the sublime heroism shown in the resistance

of la Seo (from the limousin Seu, seat), built on the site of the old

or defence against the French in the two memorable sieges of 1308-1809.

mosque which was formerly a christian temple. Work was begun thereon

Zaragoza is a fine town of essentially modern character, surrounded

in ]119, and it bears traces, from every epoch of art, of its characteristic

by extensive orchards and garden lands, dotted with villas, farms and

style. In the exterior the Baroque prevails on the facade, the tower being

factories. It forms a long ellipse, stretching from west to east. It

the most noteworthy, though the lateral part is of a greater artistic value

is furnished with a most elaborate sewerage system. Quite recently

shewing remarkable remains in the Mudejar style, besides Romanesque

a number of fine buildings have been erected and a number of in-

and Gothic styles. Its dome of the epoch of Pope Luna, with latter

dustrial centres created. It is also the seat of the Hydrographic Con-

modifications, is remarkable and has established a school in Aragon.

federation of the Ebro, from which such good results are anticipated

Within, the building consists of five oglval aisles, severe and grand in

for the agricultural wealth of the region. Zaragoza is, furthermore,

their decoration, with Plateresque and Baroque chapels, Arabic glazed

crossed by many important lines of communication which have aided

tiles, Churrigueresque porches and reredos. The principal reredos is of

the rapid development of its industry and commerce. Flour milling,

alabaster and it is a magnificent specimen of the Gothic whose equal

is not to be found elsewhere in

The temple del Pilar of small

the world. It was built about the

architectural value, contains the

middle of the 15th century by

Holy Chapel, built by the neo-

Pere Juan, Maestro Hans of

classic architect Ventura Rodri-

Gmunden and Gil Morlanes. In

guez. In the vaulted ceiling of the

front of the reredos is the choir,

choir there is a fresco by Goya.

also Gothic, carved in Flanders

The domed roof--which repre-

oak, and surrounded by a magnifi-

sents the advent of the Virgin--

cent trascoro (space back of the

was painted by GonzMez Vehlz.

choir), in front of which, the

quez; there are four ceilings pain-

oldest and most artistic part,

ted by the brothers Bayeu and

rises a graceful Baroque canopy

another by Goya. The principal

which protects a most remarkable

reredos, too, was carved in ala-

and inspiring image of Christ

baster by Forment. The choir

crucified.

stalls with their 112 seats, are an

The Chapel of San Bernardo,

exquisite piece of carving. The

the tomb of

reredos

Arehibishop
"La Aljaferla'. A view of the panelled ceiling
of the Throne Hall
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was

scultpured in
the 16th cen-

D. Hernando

"La See". The High Retable
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tury by the

de Arag6n,

Maestros Nicolfis Lobato, Esteban de Obray and Juan

and his mother, is one of the finest specimens of the

Moreto. In one of the towers of the temple is the famous

Plateresque style, carved in alabaster.

bell of the Torre Nueva.

In the temple of la See a splendid collection of
tapestries and gold and silver work is kept--amongst

The Church of San Pablo of the ogival period is re-

them must be mentioned the magnificent processional

markable. The principal reredos, of early 16th century,

monstrance, in Renaissance, and busts presented by

is the work of Forment. There are also, besides the

Benedictus XIII -- another, of pontifical ornaments among

principal reredos, a small Renaissance reredos, and

which there is a chasuble of silver tissue belonging to

further two, painted in carving, stalls, and Gothic or-

Don Fernando de Aragdn and a set of vestments em-

gans. The Plateresque windows are of the year 1571.

broidered with pearls which is used on Good Friday. At

There is also a magnificent collection of tapestries made

the Epistle Side is a Plateresque chair with two seats,

from models by Rafael, a wonderful silver frontal in

which has replaced the throne where the kings of Ara-

repouss6 work and a bust of San Bias also in silver

g6n used to be anointed.

which is the finest specimen known of the Renaissance
epoch, besides fine decorative ornaments.

The old chapel of St. Michael has a beautiful Mudejar
cupola and the fine Gothic sepulchre of Den Lope Fernfindez de Luna, the work of Moragues.

The church de la Magdalena has a magnificent Mu"'Piedra" Monastery. The Vado Waterfall
Photo. Andrada

dejar tower and remains of a reredos by Forment. The

Mudejar towers of the churches o! San Gil and San Miguel, are also
beautiful. The principal reredos in the latter church by Joli and Forment is also a remarkable piece of work.
The church o! Santa Engracia has a crypt which contains relics of the
innumerable martyrs; and two paleochristian sarcophagi of the 4th century.
La Lonja is a fine mudejar building; the exterior is Renaissance and
the interior is done on the ogival plan with Plateresque details. In
the roof there are the gilded rose-shaped ornamentations called "hulas"
so popular at that time. The building was restored in 1916.
The Audiencia Territorial preserves the severe style characteristic of
the 16th century. It is one of the finest examples of Renaissance work.
In the Dormer Street, near to La Seo, the house of the Maestranza
is preserved; it is a typical building of Aragon with a remarkable
staircase and panelled ceilings.

The Castle o/ la Alja]eria, constructed in 1048 by the chief Abu
Chapar Ahmed, was after the Reconquest the palace of the Aragonese

Following along the Gran Via one comes to the Cabezo de Buena Vista,
the most picturesque hit of scenery in the environs of the town. Near
this spot are found the promenades known as Ruisefiores (Nightingales).
Venecia, and las Acacias, which lead to the quarter of Torrero, a charming modern suburb connected with the centre of the city by the

Avenida del Siglo XX.
In the Cabezo de Buena Vista stands the statue of Alfonso I.
HOTELS
GRAND HOTEL--Full board from 22'50 to 40 pesetas
CONTINENTAL-- Full board from 13 to 35 pesetas
ORIENTE-- Full board from 17 to 30 pesetas
EUROPA--Fun board from 13 to 25'50 pesetas
UNIVERSO -- Full board from 13 to 25 pesetas
EUROPA E INGLATERRA -- Full board from 12 to 20 pesetas
BILBAINO -- Full board from 12 to 22 pesetas
ARANA -- Full board from 12 to 20 pesetas
PRINCIPE--Full board from 10 to 20 pesetas
EXCELSIOR--Full board from 12 to 20 pesetas
SOL--Full board from I1 to 18 pesetas
FLORIDA--Full board from 12 to 18 pesetas
HISPANO FRANCES--Full board from 10 to 15 pesetas
LAFUENTE -- Full board from 10 to 13 pesetas
IMPERIAL--Full board from 11 to 12 pesetas

kings. It appears that in some of its panelled ceilings the first gold which
came from America was used. It was here, in 1591, that Antonio Perez
found shelter. In the north part there is a dungeon commonly called
the Prisi6n del Trovador (Troubadour's Prison), since it was here that
the lover of Leonor is supposed to have been confined.
Palacio de Museos stands in the Plaza de Castelar and follows the
style of the Aragonese constructions of the 16th century. Amongst the
collections of paintings there are prhnitive ones of the 14th and 15th
centuries of great value, and two paintings by Goya. The Archaeological
and Ethnographic Museums are also interesting.
Arco del Dedn (The Dean's Arch) is a typical remnant situated at the
back of the Seo Cathedral. It is a charming spot which reminds one of Toledo.
The Arco de los Cartujos is another vestige which recalls similar memories.
In the district of Pefiaflor, at about twelve kms. from the city and on the
banks of the river Gallego, stands, since 1564, the Carthusian monastery o!
Aula-Dei, in the church of which there are frescoes painted by Goya in 1772.
Other spots which should be visited are the Ibort Park and the Arboleda
(Grove) of Macanaz, pleasant retreats situated on the left bank of the Ebro.
In the modern Gran Via the Rincon de Goya (Goya Corner) has been
built, to celebrate the first centenary of the popular Aragonese painter.

Daroea. The Castle
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